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 What's Coming Up:              
 Janet Macunovich answers your growing concerns   Issue 65, October 31, 2009 

 
 This week: 
 
 Division can cure daff decline, pages 1-2 
 Yew can take hard cut; can you? pages 2-4 
 Shrubby cut-back candidates, page 4 
 Old timers' speak: Leave the leaves, page 5 
 Steven picks great red.. and yellow! Pages 5-6 
 Roses as facial work-out, pages 6-7 
 Expert afield at Arnold Arb, pages 7-8 
 Jack o'lantern makes final face, page 8 
 Fall clean-up on jobs list, pages 8-9 
 Tulip tree talks: Water, please! page 9 
 How Janet's patched pants grow, page 10 
 45 mph looks in to understory, page 10 
 Yay for follow-up on beautyberry, page 11 
 Who's Janet? How do I contact her? Page 11 
 Where to catch Janet in-person, pages 11-12 
 300+ newsletters' worth on one CD, page 13 
 
 
When daffodils disappoint:  
Split, move and set 'em deeper 
 

 

  Above: Pumpkin creativity from Beacon Hill, Boston.  

                                     Photo ©2009 Steven Nikkila 

Hi Janet, I have planted dozens of daffodil bulbs several years ago, I can’t remember how long 
it’s been. I have only a few areas that they bloom. The leaves always come through but then 
they do not blossom. Is there something I can do to change this? Should I dig all the bulbs up 
while I have the leaves to see where they are? I have not cut down the leaves each summer 
because I have heard that is what gives the flower their nutrients to bloom, but they do not 
bloom. Do you have any suggestions? - P.B. - 
 
 
Bulbs can become crowded so that they survive but no individual in the clump can bulk up 
enough to bloom. Dig and divide the clumps next spring when you can find them -- or now if 
you can chance upon them. Replant only the largest bulbs unless you have plenty of time to 
plant and don't mind waiting an extra year or two for the smallest to grow to blooming size. 
 
If your daffs declined quickly -- in just a few years, as opposed to seven or eight -- then  
replant some of the divisions in different situations. Put some in more sun, some in drier 
spots, some into beds with darker soil, and so on. Lack of sun, too much or too little water, and 
differences in fertility can affect a bulb's bloom. Observe your bulbs' performances in various 
places and you may hit on the key to extending their flowering years. In a good spot even a 
small bulb can attain blooming size in one season, to bloom the following spring. 
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Be sure to plant the bulbs at least six inches deep -- that's with six inches of soil above the bulb. 
Twelve inches deep is better. The natural splitting-off that bulbs do can be stimulated by 
shallowness so that average bulb size in 
a shallow clump falls quickly. Deeper 
they multiply more slowly. 
 
In addition, shallowness can stop 
blooming. Those too close to the surface 
may be too moist in summer and feel 
temperature changes too early in fall 
and spring. They don't spend sufficient 
time in dry rest, so can't complete the 
chemical changes that create a flower. 
They may warm up and develop top 
growth too soon in spring, before the 
roots can gather enough nutrient to 
support bloom. 
 
About cutting leaves in summer, or not: 
If you are planting small bulbs and 
aiming to grow them to blooming size, 
then it's important to let them have 
every possible minute in the sun. 
Otherwise, cutting bulb foliage after 
bloom but before it yellows is okay. 
Early leaf loss will not stop a well-
placed bulb from blooming the next 
year. As I've reported here before: I 
maintain great flower shows even 
though I cut bulb foliage back 
whenever it's convenient after bloom, 
sometimes just a week or two after the 
floral show finishes.  
 
I, too, lose track of which daffs in my gardens were 

planted, when. However, I do know that some of my bicolor' daffodil clumps are over twenty years old and bloom reliably, 

despite my mean treatment of them in summer when I cut back still-green foliage.  Photo ©2009 Steven Nikkila 

 

Overgrown yew and brave pruner can start over, small 

 
Dear Janet, 
I have overgrown yews in front of my 1929 built home. I would like to make them smaller.  
When can I do that and how crazy should I get with it? I would like to reduce them by half in 
height. Right now they create a hedge in front of my  house. 
 
I have taken out a significant area of grass in front of the yews where I have a weeping birch 
and hostas and 'Happy Returns' daylilies. Along the front edge of this bed I put in low growing 
annuals (begonias) to keep the color throughout the season. What would you suggest? - M.D. - 
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A yew can sprout from needle-less wood, M.D. If it's healthy, in good light with decent soil and 
regular water you can stump it right back to nothing in spring. It can push out new growth 
and even become pretty dense by the end of that summer. 

 
This isn't the home from this week's question but 

has a similar problem with over-large yews. A yew 

(Taxus x media) would be an evergreen tree with 

attractive red bark if we didn't keep it clipped as a 

shrub. It can grow a foot per year or more so its 

transformation from shrub to tree can be more 

swift than you might imagine. Those here could be 

limbed up and thinned out to enhance their tree-ish 

look. It's a forgiving species, however, so that 

being cut back for a new start is also an option. 

 
When the response we want is density 
-- lots of new shoots from each cut -- 
the best time to do that hard cut-back 
is just before the plant would begin its 

biggest growth spurt of the year. That's at the end of March or early April in my neck of the 
woods. Alternatively, you can cut them back in fall. However, there is then the chance that the 
wood left exposed for winter will be unable to condition itself in time to survive freezing 
weather. Without its customary buffer of twigs and needles to catch and hold the ground's 
warmth, that wood may die back farther than you want. 
 
In asking a shrub for a fresh start, use a saw and cut back to main limbs. Don't leave tangles of 
small limbs -- they would shade each other's new growth and increase the amount of wood the 
foliage must provide with energy. 
 
Cut at least a foot shorter than the finished height you want, so the plant can create a leafy layer 
that's at least twelve inches deep. The more greenery a plant has, the more energy and growth it 
will have, and the healthier it'll be. 
 
One April 1, I cut half of this yew back to 

bare stubs about 5 inches tall. Here it is 

eight weeks later on June 1, its stubs 

already fully covered in green. I could 

have cut the whole thing back but went 

by halves to compare its regrowth to that 

of its partner across the walkway. (This 

was a test of what I've heard and read 

about cutting an evergreen back hard one 

half at a time so remaining greenery can 

fuel the recovery.) I cut this plant's 

compadre all the way back, on the same 

day. Both plants pushed out new buds at 

the same time -- about four weeks after 

un-cut yews leafed out that year -- and in 

about the same number. But by June 1, 

this half-cut shrub was less dense than its 

fully-cut counterpart, perhaps because the 

un-cut branches shaded new shoots for an hour a day. Photo ©2009 Steven Nikkila 
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When you ask for more suggestions, M.D., do you mean for handling the yews or deciding 
what else to plant? You can turn one or more of those yews into a tree...  
 
As for planting suggestions, I'll need more to go by. Email to tell me about hours of sun, type of 
soil, colors and forms you like, and bed dimensions. I can't always go full-out on every email 
that comes in but I do whenever I can, especially if the result is likely to have broad application. 
For instance, I drew a garden design in my book "Evergreen Entries" when someone wished for 
a perennial bed that wouldn't be much work but would provide a lot of color along a driveway 
through a back yard. That book's on my CD. If you have my CD, open the "Evergreen Entries" 
file and scroll to pdf  pages 110-111. (More about my books on CD on page 13.) 

 

 
Although beech (Fagus sylvatica) is a deciduous plant and this 30' beech hedge is over  a century old, it continually develops 

juvenile (non-flowering) branches which hold their foliage through winter. It's able to sprout from bare wood by virtue of 

genetics plus regular cutting that keeps it in a "mood" to respond that way. (This is an image I looked for but couldn't find for 

issue #64, in an item proposing oak or beech as a privacy screen. Oak hedges can be just as effective in winter.) 

Photo ©2009 Steven Nikkila 

 

Tough enough to take the hard cut 
Plenty of shrubs can grow back from leafless stubs, if they're healthy to begin with: 
Evergreens: yew (Taxus), rhododendron and azalea (Rhododendron spp.), boxwood (Buxus) 
holly and grapeholly (Ilex and Mahonia), Euonymus 
Most deciduous shrubs from Abelia to Weigela. (Their chances plummet if they have been 
discouraged by many years of having had all suckers removed). 
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Alone in the Garden? Never! Our mentors will always be with us: 

 
Most of us had a parent, 
neighbor or other veteran 
gardener to guide us 
through our first attempts 
to grow. The gardening 
advice they gave us may 
include facts that took many 
years to develop and 
generations to confirm and 
tweak. Think how many 
observant eyes, growing 
seasons and trials went into 
this line about dealing with 
cucumber beetles: "Sprinkle 
mixed rye flour, ashes and 
plaster on plants' leaves." 
 
Are you the vessel of such 
wisdom now? Want to pay     Fall leaves - to see them is to recall their sound and smell. Photo ©2009 Steven Nikkila 
public homage to all that  
handed-down effort? Tell me about it and I'll pass along all I can. 
 
For instance, here's something I recalled this week about a position I've followed and promoted 
for decades without realizing it simply continued a debate from generations past. It came to me 
in my dad's voice and the name of an elder neighbor that scuffed up in dry leaves as I walked 
along a woodland path: 
 
We were raking leaves to the curb to be burned -- yellow elm, tan magnolia, orange cherry 
leaves -- when Dad said, "Not those. Leave those under the hedge. Add some more. And push 
some over there around the base of that little tree." 
 
Later, Mom asked Dad, "Why didn't you finish with the leaves, Johnny?" 
 
He replied, "Kissinger told me to leave some. He said it's better for the bushes and trees." 
 

Steven Speaks: Straight scoop from the short shovel 
 
Sometimes I get so caught up in explanations why and how that I forget the power of a short, 
sweet, just-do-it approach. Until, that is, I overhear Steven Nikkila in conversations like this: 
 
Ann: I want some red fall color. I already have a red maple and a burning bush. Suggestions? 
 
Steven: How about Aronia (chokeberry) or Virginia sweetspire (Itea virginica) bushes, or 
sourwood (Oxydendrum arboreum) or black gum (Nyssa sylvatica) tree? 
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Sourwood tree in fall glory. "I like red just as much as anyone," says Steve "but there's a lot to be said for all the types of 

yellow, too. Just for starts, there are butter yellow tulip trees and bronze-gold hickories here. Without those yellows the red of 

this sourwood wouldn't be so special." (More about yellow: Tulip trees on page 9, American witchhazel on page 10.) 

 
 

In issue #64 I gave you a leaf collection but forgot to identify item 28 -- burning 

bush (Euonymus alatus). Thanks, Mark, for catching that. 

Photos ©2009 Steven Nikkila 
 
 

"...a garden is mainly... a space around which  
interests can be accumulated." 

- Graham Stuart Thomas in Perennial Garden Plants - 

 
 

Stumper: Why tending roses makes me so tired! 
 
Some problems have no solution. All we can do is share the pain and commiserate: 
 
Why is it that roses are so beastly to those who care for them? 
 
This week I pruned a 'New Dawn' rose to take out old wood and branches that had gone out of 
bounds. That meant wading into the arms of a climber that explodes in all directions every year 
even though we allow it to go twenty feet up and to both sides against a brick wall. By the end 
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of the session I was punctured, scraped and worn out by its iron-hard, grappling hook thorns. 
I'm impressed that even on 12 year old wood gone punky inside and 
barely pushing out any new growth any more, the thorns are still solid 
as ever. 
 
I think I've realized why rose pruning sometimes makes me so tired. It's all the energy I use in a 

nearly-constant 'Youch!" expression interspersed only by grimaces of anticipated pain.  

Photo ©2009 Steven Nikkila 

 
 

Expert Gardener Afield at Arnold Arboretum 
Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts 
 
The world is full of great gardens and even the widest ranging traveler can't see them all. Here's 
a chance to peek through expert eyes at a place you may have overlooked or not yet reached. 
 

 

Dear Janet, 
 
What a great time I had in the Arnold Arboretum -- a fantastic place. 
 
It was such a nice day when I was there, the whole place was full of people, 
dogs, runners... More people should go to parks like this where the trees are 
labeled, when they're thinking about what to plant in their own yards. What 
better way to choose a lifetime companion than to lounge under it, contemplate 
its branching on a winter day, smell it for yourself and listen to its rustle? 
 

How many of 

these people 

will someday 

ask at the 

garden center 

for a three-

flower maple 

(Acer 

triflorum) 

because they 

enjoyed it at 

the 

arboretum 

enough to 

copy its 

name from 

the tag?. 
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Even this hawk seemed to be studying trees to decide which it preferred... 

 

 
Next time, you are coming with me! 
  Steven  

Photos ©2009 Steven Nikkila 
 
Steven Nikkila is a horticulturist-photographer who completes Janet's statement, "When it 
comes to gardens in my family I have the dirty knees, he has the degree." 

 
 

This week in Janet's garden 
Grow with me! This week I will: 
 
Chop up the jack o'lanterns and spread them on my 
garden, along with other slow-release fertilizers. We're 
cutting down, fertilizing and adding mulch where 
necessary, adding to Ma Nature's dropping onto our beds. 
 

As they age, some jack o'lanterns take on expressions even better than we can 

carve. Eventually mine stop making me smile, and then I chop them and 

spread the pieces on my gardens. I won't be home this Halloween so my yard 

lacks our traditional display of jack o'lanterns. I'm sorry the kids may be 

disappointed but also sorry for my gardens' loss. Photo ©2009 Steven Nikkila 
 
********************** 
Complete the tag ends of bigger projects: 
• Plant bulbs. (We're adding more purple, Mom -- some 
of those Camassia you admired in that bouquet last May.)  
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• Move perennials. (Won't next year be great, Sue, when all this re-doing's done for a while?!) 
• Lift and replant a new tree that was planted too deep. (How 'bout that, Sis and Lee -- we told 

you we'd be back to save your little maple!) 
• Save a maple by cutting out its girdling root. 
• Divide a peony I want to share with friends. 
• Flip over the dahlias and cannas that are curing in my back room. Almost ready to box some 

and bury others. 
 
********************** 
Tackle a section of a bindweed-infested bed at the Detroit Zoo. I need to do this to estimate 
time and people required to reclaim the whole bed. 
 
Why don't you join me at the zoo? See page 12. 
 
********************** 
Catch up from being gone last week! The real challenge is to hold onto ideas and revelations 
that came to us as we traveled. For instance, I hope that this image remains in my mind the next 
time I'm thinking of tulip tree (Liriodendron) as part of a landscape design. See the gold 
streaming down these Appalachian mountainsides? How much more clearly can a plant speak, 
to say it grows best in the moist creeks, seeps and hollows, and can't compete against oaks and 
pines on the higher, drier ground? 

 
Tulip tree (Liriodendron tulipifera) glows gold on the hillsides, marking the moist, rich spots. Photo ©2009 Steven Nikkila 

 
********************** 
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Begin looking for fabrics for this winter's pants patching, perhaps things that capture memories 
from the year. 
 
"Hey Steven, take a picture to capture this look for me. Maybe if I find some crinkly crepe, green chenille and bumpy gray or 

brown fabric, I can give that next pair of work pants that need patches a lichen-bark-rock theme."  

Photos ©2009 Steven Nikkila 

 
 

The 45 mph garden 
 
You can put a gardener behind the wheel but you 
can't take the flowers out of his eyes. Look at what's 
catching eyes and raising questions this week. 
 
Those of you who drive regularly past wooded land 
know about the captivating change as leaves fall. Suddenly, protected understory plants 

become visible. Lately, the eye-
catcher is American witchhazel 
(Hamamelis virginiana), with leaves 
turning gold even as its yellow 
blooms open. Later, the draw will 
be young beech trees, their 
persistent juvenile foliage a pale 
peachy bronze against the first 
dusting of snow. In spring, drivers 
will wonder about the pinpoints of 
yellow green in wet areas -- 
spicebush (Lindera benzoin) -- or 
pinky-cream haze where it's drier -
- serviceberry (Amelanchier). 
 
American witchhazel (Hamamelis virginiana) 

is distinctive for its place in the understory of 

mature woods (here under oaks and maples). It has a broad vase shape, yellow fall foliage and yellow blooms like tiny 

exploded firecrackers that remain into November. Photo ©2009 Steven Nikkila 
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Wrap-up with Grins and Grow-ans that turn our green thumbs up or down 
 
Grins: To people who follow up and tell us what happened after we discuss possibilities. This 
week, it's a grin to Peggy who reported that, "Nope, my beautyberry (Callicarpa bodnieri 
'Profusion') did not bloom and berry on the new wood it grew after I cut it back this spring." So 
we figured wrong and Peggy lost one year's show, but now we all learn from one sacrifice. That 
is, even though the Japanese beautyberry (Callicarpa japonica) flowers and fruits on new wood, it 
can't be held up as an example of its whole genus any more than any Hydrangea or Spiraea 
species can speak for all its cousins! 
 
Grow-ans: To the next person who stands around near the bulb-wintering pit I've dug and asks 
"So, who are you burying?" You've got to know that's an old joke, guys! Tell you what -- if you 
want to hang out where I'm working and make old jokes, go ahead, so long as you pick up a 
spade and make yourself useful. 
 

 

Who's Janet? 
 
A professional gardener and educator since 1984, Janet Macunovich has operated for twice that 
many years as "Practical Patty," a title bestowed by her Aunt Melrose. She's helped a great 
many people improve their gardens and their lives by sharing her experience and knowledge in 
understandable terms and practical tactics. When not writing this newsletter she's designing, 
planting and tending gardens through her business, Perennial Favorites. 
 
 

Where to catch Janet in-person: 
 
Tuesday, November 3, 6:00 to 9:00 p.m., Flower gardens segment of Wayne county, Michigan 
Master Gardener volunteer training. For active Master Gardener volunteers, one of the perks of 
the position is an open invitation to refresher courses -- the Master Gardener may return at will 
to audit the training underway for new volunteers. If you want to brush up on annuals, 
perennials, design, planting and care, this date's for you. Janet knows vets will be there along 
with the new recruits, so each time she 
covers this basic material she uses 
different plants and situations as 
examples. At the Wayne County 
Michigan State University Extension 
facility at 5454 Venoy Road,  
Wayne, Michigan. 
 
November 6, learn about this look in yews as a cue to 

check into correcting drainage in the bed.  

 

Friday, November 6, 10:00 a.m. to noon., 
Garden by Janet: Identifying and 
correcting drainage trouble. In a 
relatively new garden on an older 
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property in Plymouth, Michigan, things "just aren't growing right" and Janet's got the notion 
that the beds were constructed in a way that impairs the drainage. If you would like to see what 
poor drainage can do, from subtle to glaring symptoms, how to check drainage and how to 
correct it in an established garden, this is the place to be. Free. Limited space. You must contact 
Janet for location details. 
 
Saturday, November 7, Garden by Janet - Bring your gloves and tools! At the Detroit Zoo, 
Woodward Avenue at I-696. Your chance to volunteer at the zoo in exchange for Janet's  
instruction. Great for let-me-see, hands-on gardeners! She hopes you'll bring your gloves and 
join in so you realize the most value for the time. On this day, Janet's group finishes fall clean up 
with final cut backs, fertilizing, mulching, pruning and perhaps some special winter protection. 
To join Janet at the zoo, email mstgarden@yahoo.com with the subject line "I'll garden at the 
Zoo with Janet." 
 
 

Invite Janet or Steven or their expert friends to your club or community. 
We go where we're invited! That's taken us all over the country and then some over the past 20 
years. We address many topics, drawing from our list of 100+ talks. We also continue  
to meet groups' needs and expand our horizons by 
developing new material or "hybridizing" from what we 
already have. 
 
So, whether it's... 
• a how-to lesson for a garden club meeting,  
• a hands-on workshop at a site of your choosing or  
• a multi-part class for a small group, 
...we're game!  
 
We can also connect you to one or a whole line-up of other 

experts who know 
how to explain how-
to. So give us a  
call or send an email 
to make a date, 
request our list of 
classes and talks or 
get a referral. 

JMaxGarden@aol.com or 248-681-7850. Our calendars 
fill about a year in advance for spring weekends, and 
six months ahead for most other weekends and 

evenings. So give us some lead time. Then we can meet you in your garden. 
 
Steven Nikkila and Janet Macunovich have been digging, shooting and teaching how-to for 22 years. They began producing 

conferences in the early '90s and then ran a gardening school for 12 years featuring instructors who knew their stuff in the 

garden as well as knowing how to get their messages across in front of a group. Janet and Steven are glad to help you 

themselves or refer you to these others to meet your group's need for a speaker or instructor. Contact them at 

JMaxGarden@aol.com or 248-681-7850 when you want to set up a talk, workshop or class.   Photos ©2009 Janet Macunovich 

and ©2009 Steven Nikkila 
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Packed with information 
that's easy to access. Type 
any key word into the index's 
"Search" field to receive a 
click-thru list of every place 
those pruning tips, winter 
interest ideas, acidity 
explanations, etc. appear in 
this CD's 6 books.  
 

 

A complete library of Janet's gardening how-to on one CD... just $24. 
 
Is this What's Coming Up newsletter useful to you? 
Imagine how a whole year of these weekly 
newsletters could help your garden grow. 
 
Now imagine SIX YEARS of the same: 1,681 
gardeners' questions answered, with no repeated 
topics! And picture that collection fully indexed and 
searchable by any key word you can type. 
 
That's what you can have on my CD, Asking About 
Asters! It's six books plus one comprehensive index. 
Each book contains a full year of weekly Q&A. 
 
Mac- and Windows compatible. 
 
The price including shipping, is  
just $24 
(Michigan residents include tax,. 
total $25.44. In Canada, $30).                
                                                                           
To get a copy of my CD, send a check  
payable to Janet Macunovich,  
to 120 Lorberta, Waterford, MI 48328-3041. 
Include your name and full mailing address.          
 
My CD has everything from six of my books: How to prep 
soil, design, choose and de-bug plants, plus one A-Z index! 
 

 


